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	for compliance
	→ Our responsibility as a member of society

	3
	Our social responsibility means that observing and complying with the law is a matter of course. We have a duty to observe the law under which we operate in all business decisions we make.
	Every employee in the Volkswagen Group must be aware of his/her social responsibility, particularly as regards the well-being of people and the environment, and ensure that our Company contributes to sustainable development.

	Human rights
	Equal opportunity and equal treatment
	Product conformity and product safety
	Environmental protection
	Donations, sponsorships and charity
	Communication and marketing
	Political lobbying

	4
	Integrity, transparency and fairness are key to creating credibility and trust in business practice.
	That is why the Volkswagen Group sets particularly great store by systematically imple- menting its legal framework, intragroup guidelines and corporate values, and by communicating them clearly. This also includes distributing our products and servic...

	Gifts, hospitality and invitations
	Prohibition of corruption
	Dealings with officials and holders of political office
	Prohibition of money laundering and terrorism financing
	Accounting and
	Taxes and customs
	Fair and
	Procurement
	Export control
	Prohibition of insider trading
	It is in the fundamental interests of the Volkswagen Group to protect the health and safety of every employee.
	The principle of protection and security also applies to employee and customer data


	Data protection
	Security and protection
	IT security
	Handling Company assets

	6
	If needed, internal and external points of contact provide support in dealing with the Code of Conduct. Furthermore, voluntary com-
	We recognize the basic right of all employees to establish trade unions and employee representations.
	Professional dealings with employee representatives that do not allow either privilege or discrimination are part of our corporate culture. Safeguarding the future of Volkswagen and its employees is achieved in a spirit of cooperative conflict managem...

	Help / Contacts / Whistleblower System
	The Volkswagen Group Code of Conduct brings together the Group’s core ethical values and its expectations with regard to compliant behavior on the part of employees. Together, we protect our company by speaking up when something is not right. If we ha...
	In addition, we can report hints regarding Regulatory Violations via the Volkswagen Group Whistleblower System, for example if for any reason we do not want to address our supervisor. We also have the opportunity to report hints anonymously. We are aw...
	A Serious Regulatory Violation is a significant violation of our core ethical values as set out in the Code of Conduct. Equally, violations of statutory laws or regulations that may signifi- cantly affect the reputation or other interests of the compa...
	We can access the Whistleblower System through the following channels:
	In addition, experienced external lawyers act for us as neutral mediators (ombudspersons). As legal counsel, they are tasked with receiving Hints about possible infringements of laws, internal rules or other conduct damaging to the Volkswagen Group. I...
	Further information on the Volkswagen Group Whistleblower System and the ombudspersons is available on the internet at https://www.volkswagenag.com/hint


	Self-test for decision guidance
	If at any time I am unsure whether my behavior complies with the principles set out in our
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